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1 Introduction 
This guide provides information on configuring the APV/vAPV Series application delivery 
controller for eClinicalWorks servers. 

eClinicalWorks offers a variety of products including electronic health records, population 
health management, patient engagement, revenue cycle management and others. 

Array Networks APV Series application delivery controllers provide the availability, scalability, 
performance, security and control essential to keeping cloud services and enterprise 
applications running in their power band. 

1.1 Prerequisites and Assumptions 
eClinicalWorks 

This document is written with the assumption that you are familiar with eClinicalWorks (eCW) 
server products. For more information on planning and deploying the eClinicalWorks server 
please visit the eCW customer portal. 

Array Networks APV Series 

The APV/vAPV appliance must be running version ArrayOS 8.x or later. For more information 
on deploying the APV/vAPV appliances please refer to the ArrayOS Web UI Guide which is 
included in the product CD or accessible through the product's Web user interface. We assume 
that the APV appliance is already installed in the network with management IP, interface IP, 
VLANs and default gateway configured. 

1.2 APV Series Application Delivery Controllers (ADCs) Benefits 
The Array Networks APV Series delivers all required application delivery functions for optimizing 
application delivery for eCW environments, such as Layer 4 server load balancing, high 
availability, SSL acceleration and offloading, DDoS mitigation, TCP connection multiplexing, site 
proximity and failover – all in a single, easy-to-manage appliance. 

Availability & Scalability 

The APV Series' server load balancing (SLB) ensures maximum uptime for eCW services. 
Customers can scale their eCW environment to meet capacity and performance needs with 
APV server load balancers. 

SSL Offloading and SSL Security 

APV Series provides industry-leading performance and cost per SSL TPS for 2048-bit SSL, with 
advanced client certificate handling for secure application support and easy application 
integration. SSL acceleration reduces the number of servers required for secure applications, 
improves server efficiency and administration, and dramatically improves application 
performance. Offloading compute-intensive key exchange and bulk encryption, and delivering 
industry-leading client-certificate performance, APV Series SSL acceleration is ideal for scaling  
secure Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) services, e-commerce environments and business-critical 
applications requiring high-volume secure connectivity  

https://my.eclinicalworks.com/
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Network and Server Protection 

The APV appliance can protect eCW services from malicious network and server attacks like 
DDoS attacks, SYN floods, TCP port scans, UDP floods and UDP port scans, etc. The 
advanced rate limiting options can rate limit connections per user and advanced HTTP profiles 
can limit HTTP commands and parameters for Web applications. 

Site Resilience 

The APV’s global server load balancing directs traffic away from failed data centers and 
intelligently distributes services between sites based on proximity, language, capacity, load and 
response times for maximum performance and availability. 

TCP Connection Multiplexing 

The APV appliance multiplexes several client TCP connections into fewer connections for 
HTTP- based services. The APV appliance also reuses existing server connections. 

Cache Offload 

The APV appliance serves frequently requested content from cache for increased performance 
and thus scales the capacity of Web-based services. 
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2 Basic Installation 
This section covers the basic installation and set-up of the APV appliance. If the APV appliance 
is already installed in the network with management IP, interface IP, VLANs, WebUI enabled 
and default gateway configured, you can skip this section and proceed to section 3: Advanced 
System Configuration (via WebUI). 

2.1 Factory Defaults 
The Array APV ships with full factory defaults set. You will need to connect to the APV 
via its Serial Console port to assign an IP address and gain full access to the 
Administrative interface. 

The unit ships with a DB9 to DB9 Serial Cable. Connect one end to the Console port of 
the Array appliance and the other end to a PC using a Virtual Terminal emulator. Note, 
most new PCs will not have a serial DB9 connector. You will need a USB to DB9 
connector in this case. 

Console Specifications 

Emulation: VT100 

Baud Rate: 9600 

Data Bits: 8 

Parity: None 

Stop Bits: 1 

2.2 Resetting Factory Defaults 
If you need to reset the APV to factory defaults, type “configure terminal” or “conf t” for 
short at the enable prompt to enter configuration mode. Then use the following 
commands to clear the configuration and set the APV to factory default. 

“write mem” commits the changes to the startup configuration. 
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2.3 Login for the First Time 
Once connected to the APV via the serial console port, you will need to login using the 
default user name and passwords. 

Default Login Admin Accounts 

Admin User Name: Array 

Admin Password: Admin 

Enable Password: Not Set 

When prompted for credentials, user the information above. Note that the enable 
password is not set by default. Simply type ‘enable’ and press ENTER at the password 
prompt. We highly recommend that you secure your APV by setting the credentials to 
non-default passwords before placing it into production. 

Note that once you are logged in, there are different configuration nodes needed in order 
to manage the Array APV. 

Configuration Modes 

User Mode The first level is User Mode. Here, the user is only 
authorized to execute some very basic operations and 
non-critical functions. The User Mode prompt appears 
as “AN>” in the CLI. 

Enable Mode The second level is Enable Mode. Users in this mode 
have access to a majority of view-only commands such 
as “show log config”. Users in the Enable mode may 
execute commands from both the User and Enable 
modes. Users will know that they have been granted 
access to the Enable Mode when the CLI prompt 
changes from “AN>” to “AN#”. 

Config Mode The final level is Config Mode. It is at this level that 
users can make changes to any part of the Array 
appliance configuration. No two users may access the 
Configuration mode at the same time. The CLI prompt 
will change from “AN#” to “AN(config)#”. 
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2.4 IP Address and WebUI Settings 
In order to make IP address changes, you must be in config mode. 

Note that interfaces are referenced as “port#” in the Array OS. All ports are labeled on 
the front of the appliance. 

The Array APV has two administrative interfaces – the command line interface (CLI) can 
be accessed via the console port or over the network with an SSH client. The second 
administrative interface is a web-based user interface (WebUI), which can be accessed 
with a web browser using the IP address given to the APV and port 8888. This port 
number can be changed if necessary. To enable WebUI administration, type the 
commands below. 

2.4.1 Accessing the WebUI 

To access the WebUI, type “https://<ip_address_given>:8888 in the browser 
address bar. You will see a certificate error. This is because the APV has a self-
signed certificate by default. Simply click ‘Continue to this website (not 
recommended).’ to go to the admin interface. 

You will be prompted for your login credentials. These are the same credentials 
used to access the CLI. By default, the user name is array and the password is 
admin. 

The admin login prompt as it appears in Google Chrome 
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After successfully logging in with your admin credentials, you may need to also 
enter the enable password to gain the ability to make configuration changes. 

2.4.2 The WebUI 

Once logged into the WebUI, you are in Config mode and can begin making 
configuration changes. 

2.4.2 Configure the Host Name 

Click on General Settings under the System section and enter the name you 
would like to assign to this particular Array appliance. Note: Using unique 
hostnames helps prevent accidental configurations to the incorrect appliance! 

As soon as you begin making changes, you will get the option to save those 
changes. Click on Save Changes (disk icon in the top blue bar) before moving on 
to another task, otherwise your changes will not be saved. 
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2.4.3 Save to the Startup Config 

A special note about saving your configuration: As you make changes, you will be 
saving these changes to the running config. However, you must also save these 
changes to the startup config. To save to the startup config, click on the disk icon 
on the top right-hand side of the page. This is equivalent to entering “write mem” 
on the CLI. If the unit is rebooted, any configuration changes not saved to the 
startup config will be lost.  

2.4.4 Configure Date and Time 

In the Date/Time tab, set the date and time. Uncheck the GTM check box and 
configure your time zone. Remember to Save Changes and Save Config. 
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2.4.5 Configure Interfaces 

From the Network section, select the Interface Settings tab. The APV appliance 
performs best when its interfaces are forced to use a specific speed rather than 
setting them to Auto. Set the interface (Port) to 100full or 1000full, depending on 
the switch port to which it is connected. Save Changes and Save Config. 
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2.4.6 Configure DNS (optional) 

Again, in the Network section, if you need to configure a DNS server for the Array 
appliance, click on the DNS link and then click on the Add link on the left.  

Enter the IP address of the DNS server and click Create the DNS Server, then Save. 
You can enter multiple DNS servers if necessary. 

Basic setup is now complete. 
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3 Configuring Server Load Balancing 
3.1 Server Load Balancing Configuration Components 

There are four main steps required to set up basic server load balancing: 

1. Add Real Services - Real services are the individual application servers that will
be grouped and accessed via one virtual IP (VIP) address.

2. Add Group – A Group is the logical grouping of servers and real services that
serve the same application or service.

3. Add Virtual Services – A Virtual Service is the assignment of a virtual IP
address which will be used to access a group.

4. Configure SSL – SSL Settings are used when you need to offload SSL
encryption processing to the APV and away from your server.

3.2 Adding Real Services 
To begin configuring Real Services: 

1. Under the SLB section, click on Real Services.

2. In the SLB Real Service, click on Add at the left of the screen.

Select Real Service Type: HTTP 
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Give the Real Service an arbitrary name – it cannot contain spaces. Enter the 
Real Service IP address. Set the Health Check Type to “HTTP”.  

Click “Create the Layer 4 and Layer 7 Real Services. Click “Add” to add another. 
Repeat until all Real Servers are defined. Save, then Save Config.  
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3.2.1 Real Service Status 

The Real Services page displays the server up/down status. If the server is 
healthy and running, it displays a green check symbol. If the server is down or not 
responding, it displays a red X symbol. 

3.2 Adding Groups 
To begin configuring Groups, click on the SLB Real Service Group tab in the Real 
Services section, then select “Add”. 
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Select “Insert Cookie” from the dropdown for the Group Method
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From the resulting dialog: 

1. Assign a Group Name (arbitrary)

2. Enable the group (make sure the checkbox is checked)

3. Assign a Cookie Name (arbitrary)

4. Enable Path Attribute (check the checkbox)

5. Select Least Connections from the dropdown for First Choice Method

6. Set the Threshold Granularity to “1”

7. Click Create the SLB Insert Cookie Service Group button. Save Config

3.2.1 Adding Real Services to a Group 

Double-click on the Group Name to continue configuring the Group you just 
created. 
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Click Add to add real services to the created service group. 

Click “Create the SLB Group Member” button. 
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Scroll down to the Group Members section and select the Real Servers (from the 
Eligible Reals dropdown) that will be part of the group. You will need to click Add 
at the top of the Group Members table, select each Real Server individually, then 
click on Add to add another. When done adding servers, Save then Save Config. 

3.2.2 Group Status 

Verify the Real Service Status under Group Members, as shown above. 

3.2 Health Check Settings 
Next, configure the Health Check Settings for the eClinicalWorks application. The Health 
Check Settings are used by the APV to verify that the eCW application server is running. 

If a real service is detected as down, the server is removed from rotation to ensure 
application availability. When the server is back up in operation, it automatically gets 
returned to the list of available servers. 

3.2.1 Configuring Health Check Settings 

From the SLB section, select Real Services, then the SLB Health Check tab. 
Here we configure the health check settings that will be used to test the health of 
the eCW application servers. Please note that there will be default health checks 
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here, but please follow along with the instructions below. Click on the Add link on 
the left. 

 

Choose “HTTP” from the Health Check Type drop down list: 

 

Add the Health Check Name (arbitrary value). 

Click the picker box and choose the real server you’d like checked. 

Add the IP address and port you would like checked (leave the port set to “0” for ICMP 
health checks). 
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Once complete, click “Create the ICMP Health Check”. Create a health check for each, 
real server. Once complete, save the configuration. 

3.3a Add a Virtual HTTP Service 
The next step is to create an SLB Virtual Service for the APV Series to allow the client to 
access these services. On the APV appliance, a Virtual Service is defined by a Virtual 
IP/Port and the protocol. External client requests will be terminated on it and the APV 
appliance will load balance the requests to different Real Services. Follow these steps to 
configure the Virtual Service for eCW: 

From the SLB section, click on Virtual Services. Click Add to add a new Virtual Service. 

1. Set the Virtual Service Type to “HTTP” from the dropdown.

2. Add a Virtual Service name (arbitrary) and tick the checkbox to Enable this
Service.
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3. Configure the IP address for the Virtual Service.

4. Assign the Virtual Service Port (8080).

5. Click Create the HTTP Virtual Service to create the Virtual Service.

Double-click on the Virtual Service name to continue making configuration settings. 

Choose the tab “Policy Settings” and click “Add”. A policy is needed to tie everything 
together (virtual service with real servers). 
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Choose “Insert Cookie” from the Eligible Policies dropdown. 

Assign a policy name (arbitrary). 
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Click the picker box and choose the group you just created. 

Ensure “0” is selected for the Policy Precedence and click the “Create the Insert Cookie 
Policy” button to create the policy. Save the configuration. 

3.3a.1 Virtual Service Default Policy 

All Group associations must include a default policy (the policy that is executed if all prior 
policy conditions are not met/used). To set the default policy: 

1. In the SLB > Virtual Services section, select the Policy Settings tab.

2. Click “Add” as above.

3. For policy type, choose “Default”.
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4. Click the picker box  and choose the group for which you just created the 
Insert Cookie policy.

5. Click “Create the Default Policy” and Save Config.

If the Virtual Service is HTTP, then you are done. At this point, your Virtual Service 
should be accessible. 

If the Virtual Service is HTTPS, go to the next section. 

3.3b Add a Virtual HTTPS Service 
When HTTPS service support is required, this is how you add it: 

On the APV appliance, a Virtual is defined by a Virtual IP/Port and the protocol. External 
client requests will be terminated on it and the APV appliance will load balance the 
requests to different Real Services. Follow these steps to configure the Virtual Service 
for eCW: 

From the SLB section, click on Virtual Services. Click Add to add a new Virtual Service. 
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1. Set the Virtual Service Type to “HTTPS” from the dropdown.

2. Add a Virtual Service name (arbitrary) and tick the checkbox to Enable this
Service.

3. Configure the IP address for the Virtual Service.
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4. Leave the remaining items at their default values (Port 443, Max Connections 0,
and Enable ARP checked).

5. Click Create the HTTPS Virtual Service to create the Virtual Service.

Double-click on the Virtual Service name to continue making configuration changes. 

Choose the tab “Policy Settings” and click “Add”. A policy is needed to tie everything 
together (virtual service with real servers). 
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Choose “Insert Cookie” from the Eligible Policies dropdown. 

Assign a policy name (arbitrary). 
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Click the picker box and choose the group you just created. Then click the arrow. 

 

Ensure “0” is selected for the Policy Precedence and click the “Create the Insert Cookie 
Policy” to create the policy. Save the configuration. 

3.3b.1 Virtual Service Default Policy 

All Group associations must include a default policy (the policy that is executed if all prior 
policy conditions are not met/used). To set the default policy: 

6. In the SLB > Virtual Services section, select the Policy Settings tab. 

7. Click “Add” as above. 

8. For policy type, choose “Default”. 
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9. Click the picker box  and choose the group for which you just created the 
Insert Cookie policy. Then click the arrow. 

10. Click “Create the Default Policy” and Save Config.

3.3.2 Add an SSL Virtual Host 

An SSL virtual host is required when you want to offload HTTPS traffic to the load 
balancer. This is usually done to reduce load on the backend servers, and your load 
balancer is specifically designed to handle these types of loads. 
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To begin configuring the SSL settings, go to SLB  SSL Settings. Click on the SSL 
Virtual Host tab. 

 

Once you are on the Virtual Hosts page, click on the “Add” link on the left of the window 
and in the Virtual Host Name field, assign a descriptive name to the Virtual Host you are 
creating. Note that neither spaces nor most special characters are allowed here. 

 

Next, double click the host name you just created and choose the virtual services tab, 
toward the middle of the resulting page.  
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Click the picker box  and choose the service for which you will be offloading SSL. 
Then click the arrow. 

Click “Save Changes”. 
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If you can’t see the virtual service listed in the dropdown, it is probably because you 
have not configured it as type: HTTPS. Please go back to Virtual Services, and create a 
group with the type HTTPS. 

3.3.3 Configure the SSL Virtual Host 

Instructions for importing and assigning an existing SSL certificate will follow, in this 
section. Generating a CSR (Certificate signing Request) is only necessary if you need to 
purchase an SSL Certificate. 

All references to “SSL” should be considered to include SSL, TLS or any mixture of 
those technologies you wish to use. 

We will go through the process of setting up a self-signed certificate so you can move 
forward with SSL.  

Choose the “CSR” tab; this menu is reached by either clicking the tab in the menu after 
3.3.2 (above), or choosing SSL Settings from the left menu, SSL Virtual Hosts from the 
tabs near the top, double-clicking the host for which you want to generate a certificate, 
and then choosing the “CSR” tab.  

From the Actions menu, click Generate CSR. 
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As the field data is explanatory, we will skip a line-by-line instruction. Please keep in 
mind that blanks with an asterisk are required information. 

 

 

 

The result of properly filling the above information out is a page that looks like this: 
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Lastly, you need to enable Status for your virtual host. Click “SSL Virtual Host” in the top 
tabs: 

 

Double click the SSL Host Name for which SSL services need to be enabled: 

 

Lastly, click the “Disabled” slider to the “Enabled” status, click “Save Changes” and then 
save the configuration. 
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3.3.4 Import an Existing Certificate 

Choose “SSL Settings” from the side menu, then choose the “SSL Virtual Host tab” at 
the top of the page. Then choose the SSL Virtual Host for which you want to import a 
certificate: 

 

Choose the “Certificates” tab: 

 

In the first section, choose the “Actions” dropdown, and then choose “Import RSA/ECC 
Certificate”: 
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Choose “Manual Input” 
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• Enter the private key for your existing SSL / TLS certificate 

• Enter the passphrase 

• Enter the certificate information 

• Leave the Certificate index as-is 
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• Ignore the Domain Name. 

 

Click “Import RSA/ECC Certificate” 

 

Lastly, choose the certificate you just added, and choose “Activate” from the Actions 
dropdown: 
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The resulting green icon indicates success: 

 

Save the configuration. 

 

3.3.5 Import an Intermediate Certificate 

If your certificate registry requires the use of an intermediate certificate, what follows are 
instructions on how to add an intermediate certificate. If you do not need an intermediate 
certificate, you may skip these instructions. 

Choose “Import” from the “Intermediate CA Certificate” Actions dropdown menu: 

 

Choose Manual Input in the resulting page: 

 

Enter the intermediate certificate provided by your Certificate Authority: 
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Click Import. 
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3.3.5 Create an SSL Real Host (Optional) 

In some cases you may be required to continue HTTPS protections from the client on 
the Internet all the way to the system serving traffic to said client. In these cases, you will 
need to configure your Array APV to send encrypted traffic to the real servers, and you 
will need to insure the real servers can encrypt/decrypt as necessary. For the purposes 
of this guide, we are only going to focus on how to configure the load balancer. 

If you do not have an existing virtual host, please return to 3.3.2 and create the SSL 
Virtual Host. 

Go to SLB (side menu)  SSL Settings (side, submenu)  SSL Virtual Host (tab toward 
the top of the page). Choose the existing SSL Virtual Host.  

 

From the resulting page, choose “SSL Real Host” from the tabs at the top of the page: 
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Choose Add from the preceding drop down 

Enter a name for the SSL real host. Note that this is an arbitrary name – you may use 
anything you wish. Only use numbers, letters, underscore and hyphen in the blank. Once 
complete, click “Create the SSL Real Host” button 

  

Doubleclick the resulting service: 

 

Choose the “Real Services” tab, from the tabs below the main tabs 

Click the picker box and choose the real server  

Click “Save Changes”. 

Note: The real server you choose must be an HTTPS service. 

 

Complete this for each real server behind the load balancer which requires backend 
security (HTTPS). 
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